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INTRODUCTION

In chls review, I shall discuss some of the current topics in

composite aodels in which quarks and ieptons are made of subquarks,

the wre fundamental particles. They include the following

subjects:

1. Minimal Mod*!

2. Nucleon Decays

3. Mass Spectrum of Quarks and Leptons

4. Mass Scale for the Sub-Structure

5. Quarks and Leptnns as Nambu-Goldstone Fermions

6. Flavor Mixing

7. Excited Quarks, Leptons and Gauge Bosons

In view of the main theme of this Conference, I shall try to

concentrate on the sixth subject. Flavor Mixing, by skipping the

details of the other subjects.

1. MINIMAL MODEL

Let us start with introducing the minimal composite model of

quarks and leptons as a standard of reference for discussions in

*An invited talk presented at the Europhyslcs Conference on Flavor
Mixing in Weak Interactions, Erice, 4-12 March, 1984, to be
published in the Proceedings, edited by L.-L. Chau (Plenum Pub. Co.
Hew York, 1964).
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this talk. It consists of an isodoublet of subquarks w • (w. ,w~)

(called wakems abbreviating w_eajk and electromagnetic) and a color

quartet of scalar subquarks C - (CQ,C,,C-,Cg) (called chroms

meaning color). The charges of those subquarks are Q - +1/2 for

Vj, Q • -1/2 for w2 and Co> and Q - +1/6 for C± (i - 1,2,3),

satisfying the Nishijima-Gell-Mann rule of Q - I, + - j - where I,

is the third component of isospin (I« « +1/2 for w, and I_ - -1/2

for w_), and B and L are the baryon number and the lepton number,

respectively (B - +1/3 for C^ and t - +1 for C Q). The quarks and

leptons of the first generation can be taken as composite states of

these subquarks as

The gauge bosons as well as the Hlggs scalars can also be taken as

composite states of sufcnuark-antisubquark pairs as

Vu"i " * "zVz • I lco^co
- 1 ~
H 1 L Y U W 1 L " 1 W2LYMW2L^

for a - 1-8

This minimal composite model may reproduce QFD (the unified gauge

theory of Glashow-Salam-Weinberg SU(2)xU(l) for the electroweak

interactions of quarks and leptons and QCD (the gauge theory of

color SU(3)) for the strong interaction of quarks as effective

theories at low energies. It may also reproduce some results of

the grand unified SU(5) gauge theory of Georgi and Glashow,

including



«io2e - tr<I,)2/erQ2 - 3/8

•"* 2 5W 2 . 2
t It - tr(I,r/tr(j"/2r - 1

vhere Q is the weak mixing angle and f and g are the SU(3) gauge

coupling constant and the SU(?) one, respectively.

Although the subquark dynamics is totally unknown, it can be

assumed tc be "subchromodynamies" (the Yaog-Mills gauge theory) of

subcc-lor SU(N) in which w and C are N-plet and anti-N-plet of sub-

color SU(N), respectively. Then, the model has the global SU(2)w

xU(l)wxS0(4)c*0(l)c symmetry as well ac the local subcolor SET(N)

symmetry. It naturally produces subcolor singlet states including

the composite fcrmions of (wC) which behave as (2_»4) in SI)(2)
— t

xS0(4)_ and the composite bosons of (vw) and (C C) which behave as

<3_'!>+<i.«A> and (iti5)+(J.,I), respectively. The best candidate for

subcolor syanetry is S0(4). If this is the case, it. produces

additional subcolor singlet states including the composite Hermions

of (wwwC+) and (wC+C+C+) which behave as (*..*.*)+-<2.»±*> and (2,4),

respectively, and the composite bosons of (wwww), (wwC C ) and

(CCCC) which .ehave as (5..I)+3O,1)+ 2(1.1). (3.»6*)+ <U6*) and

(1*1), respectively. These additional composite fermions which

behave *» (2.1.4) can be taken as quarks and leptons of a higher

generation, which is one of the possibilities for the origin of

generations (I shall discuss this and other possibilities in more

details later). The model can, therefore, correctly accommodate

not only three or four generations of composite quarks and leptons,

(wC), (wwwC) and (wCfC+C+), depending on whether 2(2^4) of (wwwC)

are degenerate or not, but also composite gauge bosons, (ww) and

(C C), including che electroweak vector bosons, y, W" and Z, and

the gluons, Ga (a - 1-8).

2. NUCLEON DECAYS

It is well known that the prediction of proton decay with the

life time of

in the original Georgi-Glashow grand unification model of SU(5)

has been jeopardized by the recent Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven data

for proton decays.

It is also one of the serious difficulties In composite models

of the Harari-Shupe type that baryon-number changing nucleon

decays occur too fast due to a simple exchange of subquarks. In

composite models of our type, on the other hand, baryon-nutnber

seems to be conserved since the chroms have definite baryon or

lepton numbers, i.e., B • 0 and L ! 1 for CQ and B • +1/3 and L

possible condensation of subcolor-singlee (C0C.C2C5), which may

happen in the minimal model, baryon-number conservation can

possibly break down, causing baryon-number changing nucleon decays.

FIG.l. The subquark diagrams for proton decay.



In this picture of baryon-number violation, B-L conserves as in the

grand unification gauge model. Also, it is remarkable that

generation-changing nucleon decay modes such as p •*• K * , K v f

u y, P YY etc. may be enhanced compared to generation-conserving
+ 0

ones such « p * e > , which is the most enhanced in the grand

unification gauge model. This is because the former modes are due

to the condensation of (CQC.C_C_) while the latter are due to that

of (CgCjCjCj) and ( w ^ w ^ ) (See the details in Fig. 1). Whether

this picture of nucleon decays is working or not can be checked by

the KAM10KANDE experiment7 which is under way.

3. MASS SPECTRUM OF QUARKS AND LEPIONS

One of the most difficult problems to be solved in composite

models is to explain the existing mass spectrum of quarks and

leptons:

i!0-20eV <.52MeV -?.164GeV

.5110024(14)MeV 105.65943(18)MeV 1784.2(3.2)MeV>

t ... i4-5MeV tl.ZGeV i.20GeV

b • • • I \8-9MeV I. 15GeV i.5GeV

The gross feature of the mass spectrum can be taken as either one

of

0 0 0 •

0 1 1.16.9-

0 til >190 •

0 1.1 i47 •

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1.1 ill

0 0 1.2.8

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 M ? M l !

0 0 i,3? •••

There seems to be no simple empirical mass formula except for

0 0 0 0

o i 16 ai

0 12 192 972

0 3 48 243
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where Q, B, L and n are charge, baryon number, lepton number and

generation number of quarks and leptons, respectively. Since the

possibility of the fourth charged lepton with the mass of order 8lm

has already been excluded by the c e colliding beam experiments,
A

the (n-1) dependence should be modified if there exists more than

three generations of quarks and leptons* The exponential dependen-

ce of m a ~L would be better in that case although it does not work

veil for lower generations. In any case, how to justify this type

of mass formulas is a problem to be solved. I shall present an

answer to this question later. It is often emphasized that the

masses of the fundamental fermions (m f), quarks and leptons, are

much smaller Chan their size inverses (A ) although the definition

of the size of quarks and leptons is t-.ot clear. What seema to be

more definite is that the masses of the fundamental fenalons are

much smaller than the masses of the weak bosons w and Z:

However, this may not be the case either if the top-quark aass is

much larger than usually expected. In fact, our sum rule

indicates m 3f 131 GeV if there exist only three generations of

quarks and leptons. It also Indicates that the average mass of

quarks and leptons of the fourth generation is of order nu± and

: - 92GeV ,

if there exist four generations of quarks and leptons. Our sum

rule which indicates that the average mass of quarks and leptons is

of the same order as the masses of the weak bosons seems to be

natural In composite models where both the fundamental fennions and

the gauge bosons -ire composites of subquarks although it has

originally been derived in a particular model. In any case, the

roost precise statement is that the masses of quarks and leptons of



lower (at least the first and second) generations are much smaller

Chan the masses of the weak boson1:. But, why? I shall give an

answer to this question later.

4. MASS SCALE TOR THE SUB-STRUCTURE

What is the mass scale for the sub-structure? Where does it

come from? These arc also difficult questions to be answered at

this stage. As it stands now, the mass scale can lie between

several lOGeV and 1018 GeV.

The smallest possible mass scale comes from the weak boson

mass. The most naive expectation is that the mass of the subquark

w is roughly a half of those of the weak bosons w and Z since the

latter are made of a subquark and an antisubquark, provided that

the subquarks are loosely bound. More precisely, suppo3e that the

effective Yukawa coupling constant (Gy) of the composite Higgs

scalar ($) and the subquark (w) is of the same order as the

effective gauge coupling constant (g) of the composite gauge bosons

(W and Z), i.e. G g. Then, it is natural to expect that the

subquark mass is of the same order as the weak boson mass, i.e. m *v

m+ , m_, provided that both of these masses are generated by the

vacuum expectation value of the Siggs scalar, i.e. m ^ Gv<<pn

In fact, our sum rule in a dynamical modeland n̂ +

states

If indeed the mass scale for the sub-structure is so small, it can

be seen not only in future experiments at LEP but possibility in

experiments at SPS pp Collider. The best way to find such sub-

structure is to search for the excited gauge bosons (W~ and Z')

at their masses of order 100-200GeV and for the excited quarks and

lepcons (u*,d*,e*,p*, etc.)12 at cheir masses of order 50-100CeV.

The lower bounds on Lhe mass scale for the sub-scruccuro of

order IQOGeV-lTeV have been obtained by e e" colliding bean

experiments. The conventional parametrizatlon of the sub-

structure by modifying the photon propagator by a factor of 1± (g /

A ) and the data for e e~ -• e e , u y , T T have v.-'ven the result of

A £ 100-200 GeV. A new paranetrlzation of Eichten, Lai.c and

Peskin with the residual interaction of subquark dynamics of the

type

where the constants g /4n and n̂ . are assumed to be of order unity,

and Che same experimental data have given the result of A^75O-15OO

GeV. It is clear that the magnituds of the lower bound strongly

depends on the parametrization of the mass scale for the sub'

structure.
3 4

A more stringent lower bound of order L0 -10 TeV has been

obtained from comparison between experimental and theoretical

values for the electron and muon anomalous magnetic moments. In
14

most of the model calculations, the effect of the sub-structure

on the lepton anomalous moment turns out to be

where A. is the size inverse of the lepton or the mass scale of the

subquarks of which the lepton is made. On the other hand, the most

precise comparison between experimental and theoretical values

reports

exp. theor.
-(2.51±i.54)*lO 10 for e

(O.38±1.1)*1Q~ for

By comparing this with the sub-structure effect, the lower bound of A

^10-10 TeV can be obtained. However, this bound is also very much

model-dependent. In fact, in some model calculation, the sub-

structure effect turns out not to be of order mj/A but to be of

order 0n,M) , in which case tlic only much weaker lower bound of

order lOOGeV-lTeV can be obtained.



14 If
An even much larger lower bound of A * M G U **• 10 -10 GeV,

where H_n is the mass scale of grand unification in grand unifica-

tion gauge theories* may be obtained from a wishful thinking that

all the features of grand unification gauge theories be preserved.

An expectation of the largest mass scale for the sub-structure

comes from a (pregauge and pregeometric ) supergrand unified

subquark model in which not only strong and electroweak interac-

tions but also gravity appears as an effective interaction.

Suppose that the fundamental length inverse (A which is presumably

of order of the Planck mass) and the subquark mass (M) are both

extremely large and of the same order. Then, it can be shown in a

model that the gauge coupling constant (e) and the Newtonian

gravitational constant (G) are given by these large mass scales as

"* GN M2

so that they are related as

This relation suggests that the subquark mass may be of order

(a/G ) , which is as large as 10 GeV. Notice that a similar
10

relation has been derived In Kaluza-Klein theories.

From these discussions it has become clear that there seems

no definite criterion yet to determine the mass scale for the sub-
2 2

structure. I just hope that it is small enough (10 GeV-10 TeV)

to be found In experiments by accelerators such as LEP and SSC

which will be constructed in the near future.

5. QUARKS AND LEPTONS AS NAHBU-GOLDSTONE FERMIONS

In order to explain the gross feature of the mass spectrum

that the quark and lepton masses are much smaller than their size

inverses, the following three possibilities have been proposed so

far: quarks and leptons are 1) chiral fermions, 2) Nambu-

Goldstone fermions or 3) "quasl-Nambu-Goldstone fermions"21

although the second and third possibilities may not be independent.

In this section, I shall discuss the second possibility that quarks

and leptons are composite Nambu-Goldstone fermions of spont; ,ieously

broken supersymmetry in some detail in the minimal subquark

model.22

Although the subquark dynamics is unknown, it may respect

supersymmetry with the supercurrent

If the supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, there will appear

massless Nambu-GoIdstone fermions. I shall take these massless

Narabu-Goldstone fermions as the idealized quarks and leptons of the

first generation (ve»e,u,d). The non-vanishing but small masses of

e» u and d can be caused by the small breaking of supersymmetry.

Such small breaking is parametrized by the non-vanishing H -M_ ,

Notice that for \~^c t 0,

It seems natural to assume that the supersymmetric current is

partially conserved as

2 2

ji ** fmf ° r % EY}J

where f is the quark or lepton field, mf is the mass and F. is the

"decay constant". This partially conserved supercurrent (PCSC)

hypothesis leads to the following formula for the quark or lepton

mass

mf - F~
4<0|{S,[S,H(0)]}|0>

for H

where S is the supercharge. This result indictees chac the quark

and lepton masses may have the following proper-tins: 1) They are

proportional to the small parameter of supcrsymmetry breaking,



. 2) For fixed tT-MI * tney Bay becomes smaller as A~* as

the mass scale of subquark dynamics or the size inverse of quarks

and leptons (A) increases since it may be that F,M)(A) and
- t 3
<wtrtM C C>_M)(A ). This is on the contrary to a naive expectation.

And 3) if th* dynamical quantities F£ and <ww+MwC C>Q are rather

universal in a generation of quarks and leptons, the quark and

lepton masses should satisfy the relation

d .

This relation, however, is not well satisfied by the experimental

values for the lepton masses (m - 0 and m 3r 0.5 MeV) and the
e ^ t\j

estimates for the current quark masses <n 3r 4-5MeV and a. - 8-9

MeV) although the signs of both hand sides coincide. There are

two ways out from this unsatisfactory feature of this relation.

The fi~at way is to discard the universality on which the relation

is based find to proceed to difficult calculations of the dynamical

quantities of F- and <ww+M CTC>Q. The second way is to suppose

that the subqvark masses are all equal, i.e. mw - mfi * Then, the

quarks and leptons of the first generation are massless to the

lowest order of supersymnetry breaking* Their masses may appear as

higher order corrections of supersyometry breaking which lies in

the subquark dynasties. Although the subquark interactions are

totally unknown, their residual interactions at Che quark and

lepton level are known as ordinary strong and electroweak interac-

tions which break supersymmetry. Therefore, the quark and lepton

masses can be estinaced by calculating the self-masses of quarks

and lepcons due Co the residual interactions at the quark and

lepton level. The electromagnetic self-mass of the electron, for

example., is given approximately by

where pi is the electron spectral function and A is the size
(el

inverse of the electron. Assume for simplicity that the p~ i s

dominated by the electron and a possible excited electron, i.e.,

p£e)(ra2) * K2meS(m
2-m2)+X2meA6(m

2-m2A) where K
2 * 1 and \2 « 1.

Then, the only physically interesting case is that there exists an

excited electron whose mass and coupling are large enough to

satisfy

Such an excited electron may contribute to Che anomalous

magnetic moment of the electron. Suppose that the effective

interaction between the electron and the excited electron is

described by12

I . - ir^-ea e*FVV + h.c.
e* 2m ̂  p\i

The contribution of the excited electron to "he electron g-2 is

estimated to be

4 a . . * - •

By using the previous re la t ion, this can be reduced to

* - * '

By comparing this with the mosc precise comparison between the

experimental and theoretical values for the electron g-2, the

mass of the excited electron can be estimated to be m . = (81±27)
2 2 2 e

GeV. If the logarithmic factor *n(A +»*;/«»** is of order unity,

which seems reasonable, the coupling constant can also be estimated

to be X • (1.8±0.6)x10 . Thii' picture of the composite electron

as a Nambu-Goldstone fermion suggests that there may exist an

-1 2-



excited electron whose mass lies between 50GeV and HOGeV and whose

coupling constant (A ) lies between 10" and IO~ . The possible

existence of such an excited electron is not only consistent with
+ — 9

the existing e e colliding beam experimental data but suitable

for explaining the anonalous "Z" events lately reported by the UAl

and UA2 experiments at SPS pp Collider far production of Z bosons'*

although the strongly interacting, composite or excited weak boson

is another promising explanation. Notice that the decay width of

the excited electron is large enough, i.e. r(e*^ey) * aX m A/2 •

(O.l5±0.09)MtV although the coupling constant A is small.

In the above considerations! possible contributions to the

electron aass froa the weak interactions are ignored sines they are

small. It is. however, clear that the quark mass receives a

donlnant contribution from the gluon since the gluon coupling

constant is auch larger than the electromagnetic one. Therefore,

it is natural to expect that the ratio of the up or down quark mass

to the electron mass becomes of order ag/<* if excited quarks have

their masses and couplings similar to the excited electron's. This

expectation seens satisfactory since it provides an explanation of

the fact that the up and down quark masses are roughly by ten times

larger than the electron mass. A similar conclusion has recently

been reached by Yasue from different consideration in a different
27composite aodel of quarks and lepcons.

6. FLAVOR MIXING

There are three ways to understand why the Cabibbo-GIM-KM

quark mixing occurs for the weak charged current. The first one

is the "hakam mixing", which means that quark mixing is caused by

the intrinsic mixing of "hakams" h. (1 - 1,2, •••,N), the subquarks

which have horizontal gauge quantum numbers or generation numbers.

If this is the case, since a hakam is shared by quarks and leptons

of the same generation, the mixing angles for quarks and leptons

would become of clie same order of magnitude. This possibility

would become relevant if such large lepton mixing is found in

neutrino oscillation experiments. However, no definite evidence

for neutrino oscillation has yet been reported) as discussed in
29this Conference by Professor Boehm.

The second possibility is "level mixing", which seems more

natural. The weak charged current which has been written in terms

of hadrons and in terms of quarks can be most fundaaentally written

in terms of subquarks as

Let us also suppose that the origin of quark (and lepton) gene-

rations Is dynamical. In order words, a quark (or lepton) of a

higher generation (u or d for n>l) is considered to be an excited

state of its corresponding one of the lowest generation (u or d).

Then, the mixing matrix of quarks V can be defined by the matrix

element of the subquark current between the m-ch up-like quark and

the n-th down-like quark as

<u Iw.m1 l

29

w-ld > • V u Y d .2' n mn m'p"n

An immediate consequence of this picture is that the mixing matrix

elements may vary as functions of momentum transfer between quarks.

The algebra of subquark current includes the familiar comrautacion
o

relation of isospin current,

This relation sandwiched between quark states leads to the unitary

of the quark mixing matrix, i.e.

if the intermediate states form a complete sec as

-1 4 -



Furthermore, if the isospin breaking is perturbative, the mixing

matrix elements *re given by

for m J* n .

This indicates that Che off-diagonal mixing matrix element between

different generations may decrease as fast as or faster than the

inverse of *ass difference between the relevant quarks. It also

indicates that the off-diagonal mixing matrix elements have the

antisywetric property of

This property is in excellent agreement with the most recent

analysis of the experimental data made by Professor Chau and also

discussed in detail by Professor Lee-Franzini» which concludes

veil as the above mentioned automatic unitarity of it seem to be

very natural and can he taken as a successful consequence of the

subquark node!.

Furtheraore, the quark mixing matrix and its momentum depend-

ence have been explicitly calculated by Akaroa and myself and,

independently, by Tomozaw?. in naive potential models for the

subquark-blnding force. The results for the quark mixing matrix

in case of the square-well potential, for example, shown by

2m sin(n m)Ti

0.973710.0025Clnput) 0.2010.01 -0.09210.003-
(O.217MK221) (0<vO.O98)

-0.1410.01 0.90310.009 O.37±O.O1 •
(O.17M>,23) C0.661-1) (O.O6MJ.73)
0.08110.003 -0.2110.01 0.7910.02 •

)M).17) (O--O.72) (0.67^1)

-1 5-

where p is a single parameter indicating the order of isospin

breaking (p - 0.87810.006), were roughly consistent with the
33

experimental data (whose absolute values are given in the

parentheses). However, as discussed in detail by Professor Chau

and In this Conference by Professor Trilling, Professor Ford , and
32

Professor lee-Franzini, the latest data for the lifetime of

B-meson show W c b| - 0.0435*0.0047, which strongly disagrees with

the above results. A possible way out is to discard the naive

potential model and to go back to the perturbative picture where

for in <<cn
s

i ^ . lf |<s|HI|b>/<d|H1|s>| * 1 .
^b

This relation indicates that V . can be enough (possibly too much)

suppressed by the factor of m
s^ (m 0*03^0.1) compared to V .

Furthermore* if the matrix elements of the perturbative Hamiltonian

(Hj) between quark states whose generation difference is larger

than one vanish, which may likely happen due to some quantum number

conservation, the quark mixing matrix elements V and V , can
UD ta

appear as the second order perturbative effects and can be related

to the other elements as

The first relation indicating lvub 1/l
v
cb ! " 0.03*0.08 is perfectly

consistent with the experimental upper bound of W ,|/|v As.

0.119. The second relation predicts |v | - 0,01, which can

be checked by future experimental results.

Although we have lost some reliability on the naive putencial

model for the quark mixing matrix, it is still instructive to

present the results for the momentum dependence of the individual

-1 6-



matrix elements which seems less model-dependent. The results in

case of the square-well potential, for example, are illustrated in

Fig. 2» where x is the product of the momentum transfer and the

0 1 2
FIG.2. The momentum dependence of the

quark mixing matrix elements.

quark size. These results show chat the quark mixing matrix

elements drastically change when the momentum transfer between

euarks grows up to an order of the size inverse of quarks. He have

suggested that this phenomenon of varying quark mixing matrix

elements' may be found in high energy neutrino reactions by measur-

ing the ratio of strangeness changing to non-changing events or

that of di-muon to single-muon events, etc.. Suppose that the

semi-leptonic decays of copped mesons will be analyzed in detail in

future e e cclliding-beam experiments. It will then be possible

large momentum transfers between quarks and to find the momentum-

transfer dependence of them. In any case, such possible discovery

of the momentum dependence oi the quark mixing matrix elements

would provide one of the most eminent signs for the sub-structure

of quarks.

The third possibility is "combinations". If in a composite

model there exist more Chan one composite states which have the

same quantum numbers as a quark or lepton, due to different combi-

nations of subquarks, they can be assigned to quark or lepton

states of different generations. For example, as mentioned

earlier, in the minimal composite model there exist three (or four)

generations of composite quarks and leptons corresponding to (wC),
—— "f" "f* T

(wwwC) and (wC C C ) states. The quark mixing in this picture of

generations; is caused by che condensation of (wwww) or (CCCC) (See

Fig. 3 ) . If the mixings due to <wwww>- and <CCCC>. are of order e

FIG. 3. The subquark diagrams for quark mix-'.ng.

and n (e.n<<0 respectively, the mixing matrix has che structure of

either one of
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depending on which one of (vc), (wwuC) and (iC C C ) corresponds to

the first, second and third generation of quarks and leptons.

Since th= experimental data ' indicates that |Vc!)]
 >>lvuj,l .V c ! )]

only the second or fifth case where

and
IVJ " I ' J - l v J *o.oi

can survive. However, this is a rather uncomfortable case where

the simplest (vC) states correspond not to the first generation but

to the second. There have been proposed more sofisticated models

which produce more satisfactory structures of the quark mixing

* , 35

7. EXCITED QUARKS, LEPTONS AND GAUGE BOSONS

Recently, it has been emphasized and, in this Conference, has

been, discussed by Professor Hansen that the SPS pp Collider data

froii the UAl and UA2 groups for Z production contain the anoma-

lous events: one of the four UAl "e e " events, one of the two UAl

"p y " events and one of the four UA2 "e e " events are actually an

e e y event> a \i ]i y event and an e e event, respectively, in

which a very hard y (the energy % lOGeV) is associated with a

lepton-antilepton pair. These anomalous events can not: be explain-

ed by either one of 1) (internal or external) hard bremsstrahlung,

2) Higgs production ftllowed by its decay into 2 » 3) toponium

production followed by its decay into £ Z~y or 4) heavy lepton

production followed by ics decay into JU (See Fig- 4). The much

more promising explanations of these are either 5) excited-lepton

production followed by ics decay into iy or 6) yZ% production

followed by Z1 decay into I I (the invariant mass of order 50GeV)

where Z' is another (real or virtual) (pseudoscalar or excited

vector) state of Z (See Fig. A).

If the anomalous events are due to the cascade decay of Z into

an excited lepton and a lepton followed by the decay of the excited

z-I
(3) (4)

FIG.4. Various processes for the anomalous "e+e~" events.

lepton into a lepton and a photon, the mass of the excited lepton

is.estimated to be either about lOGeV or about 75GeV, depending on

which lepton is associated with the photon. As emphasized in

Section 5, the existence of such light excited leptons is yet

consistent with the other existing data if the photon coupling \

is sufficiently small. It even agrees with the estimation of mgA

•* (81±27)GeV in the picture of quarks -and leptons as composite

Nambu-Goldstone fermions discussed in Section 5.

As has been emphasized many times, Lhe phenomenologicaj.

success of Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory of electroweak interac-

tions for describing low energy phenomena does not necessarily wean

that the gauge bosons U~ and Z are elementary. Tin-r*? may be many
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other states and many excited gauge bosons in the W* and Z

channels. All that are necessary for preserving the success of the

G-W-S theory are the sum rules, for example, for "Z" production by

[l+(l-4sln 8

and

4sin 8 cos 9

Therefore, it is perfectly possible that the existence of rela-

tively light composite bosonic states and excited gauge bosons

explains not only these anomalous e e y(° r M M Y ) events but also

the anomalous W" jet events with the invariant masses of "heavy

FIG.5. The subquark diagram for the anomalous W~ jet events.

- 2 1-

objects" of order 160-186GeV reported in this Conference by
25

Professor Hansen. Their data suggest that thers may exist a

composite bosonic state of subquark-antisubquark pair with the mass

of order SOGeV and an excited gauge bosonic state of subquark-

antisuhquark pair with the mass of order 16O-19OGeV, which

remarkably fits our expectation. (See Fig. 5)

In either case of 5) and 6), it is highly desirable to observe

direct production of excited quarks, leptonsi excited gauge bosons

and composite bosonic states in future e e" colliding beam

experiments at TRISTAN and LEP. For a moment, however, it is worth

watching whether the rather large (about 1/4) ratio of the

anomalous e e y (or u u Y) events for Z production and the rather

large rate of the anomalous W~ jet events for "heavy object"

production will remain with higher statistics. If they remain, it

may indicate a great discovery of the sub-structure which is even
+

more exciting than that of W~ and Z.

CONCLUSION

In concluding this review, I would like to emphasize that the

idea of composite models of quarks and leptons (and also gauge

bosons as well as Higgs scalars) which was proposed by us in the

middle of seventies have just become a subject of experimental

relevance in the middle of eighties.
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